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It is a great pleasure for me that Sweden and its
philatelic history has been given this opportunity to
be in focus at MonacoPhil 2013. As a member of Club
de Monte Carlo since the founding days, I have
followed the development of the main event, which
is the ”Rarity Exhibition”. This biannual event has
become established as unique in its kind and the
most prestigious in the philatelic field. Later on the
separate “theme exhibitions” have become estab‐
lished and equally important events at the Monaco‐
Phil exhibitions. For a long time I have wished that it
would be possible for a Scandinavian country or area
to receive such honors, and here we are with an
outstanding exhibition of Swedish philately, postal
history and philatelic history covering the period
from the 16th Century up to 1920.
When I was asked by the Club’s President, Patrick
Maselis and rest of the board to organize and lead
the work of this project, I set up “Team Sweden”.
Two Swedish members of our Club, Jonas Hällström
and Jan Berg, were appointed as editor of the
catalogue and as commissioner for the Swedish
exhibition. Great thanks to both of you!
I wish at the same time to thank all who have parti‐
cipated in this “manifestation of Swedish philately”
in small and large, exhibitors, authors and others.
My close friend Tomas Bjäringer is showing and
writing about his extensive studies of fakes and
forgeries from Sweden. He has also been a great
supporter of this whole project.

It is an honor also for me and my company,
Postiljonen, to act as publisher for this exhibition
catalogue, for which I thank Club de Monte Carlo, its
members and its board. Postiljonen has during more
than 40 years supplied quality and rarity seeking
collectors with items and we are happy to recognize
so many of them in the displayed exhibits.
Many of the exhibitors are active clients since way
back and several very important ones as well. You
can study the result of our dear friends Kersti and
Bertil I. Larsson´s work during decades ‐ exhibits
filled with research, studies, quality and philatelic
rarity. It will of course be very exciting to see the
extent of Gustaf Douglas´ exhibits of so many various
issues and subjects. Many of the exhibitors have
achieved high level awards at international
exhibitions and are currently among the best in their
fields: Göran Persson with his 4 skilling banco single
stamp exhibit and Lennart Daun with his classic
postal stationery exhibits, are two examples; Peter
Wittsten, Bengt Schéle, Erik Hamberg, Åke Rietz, Ulf
Tidholm and Olle Pettersson, all with exhibits
covering the classic period. It is a true pleasure for
Postiljonen to support this project. ‐ Thank you all,
mentioned and not mentioned. I predict that you
will enjoy exhibiting as well as taking part in the
various MonacoPhil events. I am sure some of you,
when time has elapsed, will be mentioned in future
articles like the very amazing and amusing one in
this book, the one about “Fathers of Philately”.

Claes Arnrup
Secretary General of Club de Monte Carlo
Founder and Chairman of Postiljonen AB

EDITORIAL

JAN BERG & JONAS HÄLLSTRÖM

Sweden is one of the oldest Kingdoms still in
existence and was during the 17th Century on its
geographical peak spanning over not only today’s
domains but also including Finland, the Baltic
Countries and important parts of today’s northern
Germany. To govern that vast country the admini‐
stration needed a good communication system. That
need ended up with the regular postal service
between Stockholm and Hamburg organized already
in 1620, and later the organization of the Swedish
General Post in 1636. The Swedish Parliament
decided that a uniform postage rate was to be
established from 1 July 1855 at 4 skilling banco in the
lowest weight category.
Thanks to the current elite collectors of
philately and Swedish postal history, Sweden is
able to present to the demanding philatelic public at
MonacoPhil 2013, the best we currently can perform
from this period up to 1920. The selected exhibits are
introduced in this catalogue. The past 10 years,
Sweden’s position in international philately has
raised and is highly respected thanks to a number of
reasons. Swedish collectors and exhibitors have
adopted the insights that philately combines
the two elements: research and philatelic
material, both presented in a ”story‐telling” concept
and approach.
Thanks to Gunnar Nilsson and Tomas
Bjäringer RDP HFRPSL ”A Synopsis to an
upcoming publication about Swedish Postal History
from the skilling banco period” is presented in this
catalogue. The synopsis lays new facts to the
knowledge how many skilling banco covers that
are recorded from Sweden to foreign desti‐
nations.
Tomas Bjäringer displays one frame with
”Forgeries and Fakes in Swedish Philately”.
Thanks to Tomas’s historical research on philatelic
history, his frame is presented in a deeper article for
this catalogue.
Speaking about ”philatelic history”, which is one of
the subtitles to the Swedish display at MonacoPhil
2013, Gustaf Douglas, Olle Pettersson and Tomas

Bjäringer have together written an article about
”Fathers of Swedish Philately born up to 1901”:
A biographic presentation of early born philatelists
from the pioneering years.
One person symbolizing the current generation of
collectors in Sweden, and who combines the highest
level of research and best practices in performance,
is Staﬀan Ferdén. In this catalogue Staﬀan has
written an article, ”Swedish Letters sent to non‐
GPU/UPU destinations after the time for the
General Postal Union ‐ routes, rates and
recorded covers”, which presents a lot of new facts,
conclusions and recordings about this challenging
period. Due to the need for a clear and pedagogic
layout, Staﬀan’s article has been edited by himself ‐
thank you.
The Swedish display here at MonacoPhil is about
postal history, philately and philatelic literature,
the latter part introduced by Erik Hamberg in
his comprehensive article about ”Swedish
Philatelic Literature”. Thanks to Erik’s position as
chief librarian at the Postal Museum in Stockholm
and thanks to the collector of philatelic literature
Tomas Bjäringer, a number of gems from Swedish
philatelic literature are on display at MonacoPhil
2013.
Jan has played the role as the Swedish Commis‐
sioner for MonacoPhil 2013 and Jonas as the
catalogue editor. To get so many individuals into
one and same direction at the one and same time for
the one and same mission, has been a true
challenge. The one and only factor playing against
us has been time, which has ran fast the months
prior to the exhibition. In the end we have
succeeded and the mission is completed thanks to
everybody’s humble attitude and understandings.
Enjoy viewing the exhibits, the literature and
reading this catalogue but don’t forget to shake
the Swedish exhibitor’s hands, greeting them
for the way they have placed Sweden on the map
in international philately.

Jan Berg

Jonas Hällström

Swedish Commissioner for MonacoPhil 2013

Catalogue Editor
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001-003

GUSTAF DOUGLAS

Pehr Ambjörn Sparre

The production of the printing material

The production of Sweden’s first adhesives was
entrusted to the engraver and book printer Count
Pehr Ambjörn Sparre. One can obtain only extremely
scanty enlightenment about the preparations and
preliminary work for the production of stamps from
documents available at the time of the introduction of
postage stamps in Sweden.

The early attempts made by philatelists and
researchers to reconstruct the production process for
the skilling banco stamps was not made on
suﬃciently concrete basis. Later on some valuable
printing material has become available. A total of 9
colour proofs from the mother die and from clichés
used during the development of the die are recorded,
all without denomination value.

Sparre’s first proposed design TYPE I
Proofs from the Mother Die Type B

The unique proposed design of Type I originates
from the collection of Wilhelm Roos, late Postmaster‐
General, as certified by his son Governor G.W. Roos.
It has then been the property of Fredrik Benzinger
and Lawson Stone, both great collectors of classic
Swedish philately.

Blue ultramarine on yellowish ribbed paper

The proposal is executed on 0,1 mm thick, faintly
greyish paper, somewhat glazed on its face. The picture
was sketched in pencil and filled in with ink. The pencil
lines are still visible in some spots.

Dull brown red on yellowish ribbed paper

The crested lesser Swedish Coat‐of‐Arms is at the
top flanked by lions. Under it in white on a black
escutcheon is the text “4 SK BCO”. The escutcheon
with the denomination is enclosed on the sides and
below by banderole with text “FRIMÄRKE” on the
sides and “SWERIGE” below. It is especially
noteworthy that the weight unit for which the stamp
is valid is indicated on the design, “1 LOD” (13,16g)
printed on ribbons round the banderole.

Blue green on smooth almost white Paper
-8-

SWEDEN THE SKILLING BANCO VALUES AND USAGES - 1855-1858
[SUÈDE - VALEURS EN SKILLING BANCO ET USAGES, 1855-1858]

004-007

ULF TIDHOLM

a. Light bluish‐green

a1. Blue

f. Dull yellow‐orange/dull yellow
In the history of “stamps” ‐ in the meaning of
having a paid receipt on a postal delivery ‐ you can
go back to Paris in the year 1653 where they issued a
piece of paper with the value of 1 sous “billets de
port payé” to be fixed on letters forwarded inside
Paris. This system worked only for two decades, but
was the first embryo to stamps. The main obstacles
for using stamps in a country was:
‐ to change the postal tax system in a way that
weight and distance must be easy to calculate;
‐ to have a secure manufacturing as stamps were
valued as money;
‐ to develop the technology for the printing.
Serious discussions on the subject making the
postal system in Sweden better and more eﬃcient
took place as early as in 1823. However, this led to no
result and it was remarkably quiet in the 1840s when
the “stamp revolution” started in the rest of the
world. In 1850 the question once again became of
current interest and finally in March 1855 a decision
was taken regarding a new postal tax system
opening the way for printing stamps in Sweden.

f. Grey‐brown

d. Light orange‐red
Count Pehr Ambjörn Sparre
was contracted to manufacture the first Swedish
Stamps. The authorities decided that the stamps
should be printed in five diﬀerent “skilling” denomi‐
nation values and colours: 3 green; 4 blue; 6 lilac
(after a period of time, due to chemical reasons, the
whole issue of 6 skilling turned into diﬀerent shades
of grey. The “correct” contracted colour is to be seen
on reprints dating from 1868‐85); 8 yellow and
24 red.
Count Sparre invented a perforation machine since
he meant that perforate stamps should be much
easier to separate from each other and therefore
saving time for the employees at the Swedish post
oﬃces. The stamps were printed in panes of 100 and
this machine could perforate 5 sheets (500 stamps)
at the one and same time. This invention changed
the imperforate “stamp world” to a perforate one.
The fact that the first Swedish issue was printed on
very thin paper and that the stamps also were perfo‐
rated has caused big problems for stamp collectors,
making it very diﬃcult to find collectable items in
good condition.
- 12 -
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The initially proposed design (see the essays on previous page) was changed when the manufacturing process
started. The numeral value in the oval impression was changed to an oval impression with three crowns in the
centre and the denomination value TOLF ÖRE in text at the bottom.
The only recorded Die Proofs in Accepted Design
The envelopes were printed with diﬀerent dies, today referring to the main types and subtypes. The type
diﬀerences are to be found in the oval impression.

Type V

Type I
The 10 öre Surcharge on
the 12 öre Small Letter‐sized Stamped Envelope
On 1 January 1885 when the first inland letter rate
was decreased from 12 öre to 10 öre, there was a
surplus of Stamped Envelopes with the 12 öre
denomination value on the market. The public was
oﬀered to exchange their unused envelopes of 12 öre
denomination value to envelopes with 10 öre (issued

on 1 January to correspond with the new inland letter
mail rate). Until 1 April 1886 the local post oﬃces
were allowed to return 12 öre envelopes to the
Swedish Post. To consume the stock of unsued,
useless 12 öre envelopes, the Swedish Post
Surcharged them to 10 öre, announced on 30 Septem‐
ber 1889 and in use from the next day 1 October.

One of very few recorded Essays with 10 öre Surcharge in red and unaccepted design, railway
handstamp PKXP 34A (Stockholm‐Katrineholm) 15.11.1889.
- 101 -

FORGERIES AND FAKES IN SWEDISH PHILATELY

176

TOMAS BJÄRINGER RDP HFRPSL

In the very beginning of the history of philatelic
literature, two booklets about forged stamps were
published. In early September 1862 Jean‐Baptiste
Moens (1833‐1908) published “De la falsif cation des
timbres‐poste ou nomenclature générale de toutes
les imitations et falsif cations ainsi que des divers
timbres d’essais de tous pays”. At once, the English
translation “On the falsif cations of postage‐stamps,
or a general nomenclature of all imitations and
forgeries, as well as of the various essay stamps of all
countries”,
was
published.
Forgeries
from
45 countries and territories are described in some
thirty pages. This was the f rst publication on the
subject.
One year later, 1863, Edward Loines Pemberton
(1844‐1878) and Thornton Arnott Lewes (1844‐1869)
published “Forged stamps: How to detect them”.
They described in more details the diﬀerences
between genuine and forged stamps. The authors
also discussed stamps that had never been issued and
those that had never been intended as forgeries, but
became acknowledged as genuine, through much
misunderstanding. An attempt at pricing was
included. The authors wrote: “We f nd that six or
seven years ago, collectors were very few and far
between, … Probably forging was little thought of
until about two years ago since when the « mania »
for the coloured pieces of paper began to extend so
much that the rarer sort were commanding a high
price”.
Swedish stamps have been spared the threats from
advanced forgeries and fakes throughout the history
of philately. However, the following forgeries and
fakes are of special interest:
The “Paris” forgeries
The Jean de Sperati Forgeries
The Error 20:TRETIO forgeries
The faked “Steinberg” covers
The “Paris” forgeries
The so‐called ”Paris” forgeries were made by an
unknown person, most probably made in France
during the 1890s. The forged stamps are the 3 Skilling
Banco from the f rst issue, all the “öre” values from
the second issue and the 3 öre brown Provisional
stamp of Local stamp type. The forgery of the
3 Skilling Banco is fully described in the 1961‐64

handbook of Swedish stamps. The stamps were very
likely printed with a plate which was produced by
photographs of a genuine stamp and after being
retouched this photograph was used to make the
electrotypes of 25 (5x5) clichés which are easily
distinguished. The forgery is easily identif ed by the
colour (yellowish green) and line‐perforation 14, not
arch‐perforation and the result means an often
uneven and sometimes entirely missing corner tooth.
The paper is handmade and ribbed, somewhat
greyish – a quality never used for Swedish stamps.
Most of the 3 Skilling Banco stamps were bought by
the Danish philatelist John Spohr (†1935), who lived
in Paris for many years, from the stamp f rm Arthur
Maury – “a couple of hundred 3 Skilling Banco in
blocks, pairs and strips, but mostly single stamps.”
Theophile Lemaire (1865‐1943) was joint owner in the
f rm Maury and had bought the stamps at the end of
the 1890s.
The London Philatelist records “Among several
hundred specimens which Spohr either saw or
borrowed, there were no marginal or corner marginal
copies, for the simple reason that the perforations
would have been visible in the margin and the
line‐perforation would thus have been immediately
evident.”; also “Ignorance of the signif cance of the
dots over the letter “A” proves that a Swede had not
made them, and since the forgeries f rst appeared in
Paris, where many skillful forgers were working at
that time, it is appropriate to call them Paris
forgeries".
The forged second issue stamps in “öre” values is
said to be made later, but also before the 1900. The
colours are similar to those of the originals, except
the 9 öre. They are line‐perforate 14, sometimes
irregular, with stamps varying in size. The paper is
the same as that of the 3 Skilling Banco forgery.
The gum has vertical and horizontal lines. The
well‐known stamp dealer, Warren H. Colson (1882‐
1963) in Boston, USA, purchased the entire stock of
1,640 copies in single copies, strips and blocks.
Most of the forgeries were later bought by
“Frimärkshuset” in Stockholm, who put the stamps
on the market in early 1970. The forged 3 öre brown
Provisional stamp of the Local stamp type is known
in small quantities and the forgeries are line‐
perforate and they have all the same characteristic
gum.
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FATHERS OF SWEDISH PHILATELY BORN UP TO 1901

GUSTAF DOUGLAS, OLLE PETTERSSON AND TOMAS BJÄRINGER RDP HFRPSL

The authors have identif ed 49 "fathers of Swedish philately" born from 1835 up to 1901, who herewith are
presented in alfa‐numeric order. Sweden was quite late issuing the f rst postage stamps in 1855. Circa 50
countries were ahead of Sweden issuing stamps. At the then time, Sweden was a poor country, explaining why
stamp collecting started late. The f rst active stamp dealer in Sweden started his business in the late 1880's.
In some countries stamp exhibitions were a driving force behind activating stamp collectors and stamp business,
but this was not the case in Sweden. The f rst stamp exhibition in Sweden was organized in November 1890.
The authors have met at least half a dozen of the fathers of Swedish philately personally.

GYBERG Lars and

1816‐?

HOLMBERG Nils Victor Bernhard

1874‐1927

NORDSTRÖM Jacob

1835‐1903

KRÆPELIEN Oscar

1874‐1944

WENNBERG Wilhelm August

1836‐1893

LANGE Rudolf

1874‐1927

HEGERMANN‐LINDENCRONE J.F.

1840‐1938

WIKSTRÖM Einar

1874‐1956

ARBORELIUS Olof

1842‐1915

STRANDELL Nils Vilhelm

1876‐1963

LEVIN Astley

1852‐1931

SUNDSTEDT Harald Josef Emmanuel

1879‐1935

ROSENLÖF Gustaf

1852‐1901

VON ROSEN Eric

1879‐1948

LICHTENSTEIN Heinrich

1853‐1907

LAGERLÖF Hans

1880‐1952

LINDSTRÖM Albert

1853‐1910

OLOFSSON Helge and

1882‐1951

OSSBAHR Richard

1853‐1936

LJUNGSTRÖM Ernst

1854‐1943

OLOFSSON Gustaf

1888‐1945

JOHANSSON Josef

1857‐1919

KEMPE Johan Carl

1884‐1967

ARSENIUS Fredrik

1858‐1946

HELLMAN Dagmar

1885‐1953

WULFF John

1858‐1937

SJÖBERG Hugo

1885‐1971

LEIJONHUFVUD Erik G.E.

1862‐1943

SAHLIN Gösta

1886‐1962

ANDRÉEN Fredrik Wilhelm

1863‐1952

TILLMAN Filip

1888‐1973

BERGHMAN Israel

1864‐1945

DIEDEN Herbert

1889‐1980

KJELLSTEDT L. Harald

1864‐1918

OLSSON Joel

1889‐1968

TAMM Cläes Adolf

1867‐1940

HEDBERG Lars

1894‐1967

BENZINGER Fredrik

1868‐1953

LARSSON Erik Wilhelm

1895‐1997

PIHL Johan Albin

1868‐1928

SCHULTZ‐STEINHEIL Herman

1895‐1976

WILMS Ernst

1870‐1938

AHLSTRÖM John

1897‐1988

BACKMAN Georg Wilhelm

1871‐1947

KIHLBLOM Erik

1901‐1973

WENNBERG Harry

1872‐1927

RAMBERG Johan Fredrik

1901‐1981

WESTBERG Nils

1873‐1967
CARLSTRÖM Diego

b. 1922
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SWEDISH LETTERS SENT TO NON-GPU/UPU DESTINATIONS
AFTER THE TIME FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE GENERAL
POSTAL UNION - ROUTES, RATES AND RECORDED COVERS

STAFFAN FERDÉN
A GPU rate was introduced 1/July/1875 to all found‐
ing members (France not until 1/Jan/1876). To all
other destinations pre‐existing bilateral agreements
continued, which is what this study is about, includ‐
ing rates and recorded covers to all destinations up
to their respective membership. Routes are im‐
portant as rates varied with them.

Introduction.
The Treaty of Bern, signed 9/Oct/1874, established
the General Postal Union, which in 1878 was
renamed the Universal Postal Union. The purpose of
the treaty was to unify disparate postal services and
regulations to a single postal territory for the
reciprocal exchange of correspondence between their
Post Oﬃces. The Treaty was concluded between
Germany, Austria‐Hungary, Belgium, Denmark,
Egypt, Spain, The United States of America, France,
Great Britain, Greece, Italy, Luxemburg, Norway,
the Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia,
Sweden, Switzerland, and Turkey.

The focus of this study is on outgoing mail after
1/July/1875. For the earlier period see Billgren,
Bjäringer, Stone¹. Postal services used to GPU/UPU
members, but before they were introduced by
GPU/UPU are not included in this study, for e.g.
Cash on Delivery letters see Ferdén².

Summary of recorded covers.
Recorded letters to non‐GPU/UPU destinations before 1887 (individual rates), respectively after (unitary rate):

Destination

GPU/UPU entrance

France
Algeria
Cape of Good Hope (Cape Colony)
Liberia
Mauritius
Dutch East Indies
Canada
St. Barthelémy
Martinique
Mexico
Peru
Uruguay
New South Wales
Queensland
South Australia
Tasmania
Victoria

# before 1887

1/Jan/1876
1/Jan/1876
1/Jan/1895
1/Oct/1879
1/Apr/1877
1/May/1877
1/Aug/1878
16/Mar/1878
1/July/1876
1/Apr/1879
17/June/1879
1/July/1880
1/Oct/1891
1/Oct/1891
1/Oct/1891
1/Oct/1891
1/Oct/1891

Total
Of the 117 recorded letters sent to non‐GPU/UPU
destinations after the establishment of GPU
(1/July/1875), the majority are sent to France (28 %),
Victoria (27 %), Cape of Good Hope (16 %) and
Canada (8 %), all together 78 %. Letters to all other
destinations during this period must be considered
as rare, or even unique in several cases.

# from 1887

32
1
15
1
1
2
9
1
1
2
1
1
3
‐
4
‐
11

‐
‐
3
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
3
4
‐
1
20

85

31

Page
163‐164
165
166‐167, 185, 190
168
168
169‐170
171‐172
172‐173
174
175‐176
176‐177
178‐179
180, 186‐189
186‐188
181‐182
186
182‐184, 186‐187

¹ Swedish letter rates to foreign destinations 1855‐
1895, by Jan Billgren, Tomas Bjäringer and L H Stone.
ISBN 91‐7810‐527‐7.
² Brevpostförskott till utomnordiska länder före 1907,
by Staﬀan Ferdén. Published in Aktuellt om
Posthistoria Nr 11 2012, by Swedish Postal History
Society, SSPD.
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SWEDISH PHILATELIC LITERATURE

ERIK HAMBERG

Image 1
Sweden’s first philatelic literature
In 1998, the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Stock‐
holm received a sketchbook left by the young artist
Olof Arborelius, born 1842. In addition to a few
sketches and water colours, this album turned out to
contain 22 postage stamps carefully pasted in.
Arborelius’ simple collection of stamps has been
dated to 1859 and was therefore produced a few years
before proper stamp albums were in existence. At
present, Arborelius is the earliest known stamp
collector in Sweden. His small album (image 1) is
from a time when there was no philatelic literature at
all, either in Sweden or abroad. Nor are the stamps
organised in accordance with any particular system.

Filatelistisk Tidskrift [Nordic philatelic periodical],
with editorial oﬃces in Denmark, Norway and
Sweden. A few years later, in 1900, came the public‐
cation of Svensk Filatelistisk Tidskrift (Swedish phila‐
telic periodical), Sveriges Filatelist‐Förening’s
[Swedish Philatelic Association] own membership
publication – now Filatelisten [The Philatelist] ‐ and
this was soon followed by further periodical publica‐
tions by others. For a long time there were no
domestic monographs, handbooks and catalogues in
existence; however, the stamp dealers sometimes
printed price lists.

After a modest start around 1860, stamp collecting
took oﬀ in Sweden during the 1870’s, but it was still
many years before any real stamp literature was
published in the form of catalogues and handbooks.
However, philatelic periodicals and catalogues were
f rst published in Great Britain, France and Germany
as early as the beginning of the 1860s. In 1862 and
1863, there was a virtual explosion in the publication
of philatelic literature in Europe. It was a long time
before the Swedish stamp collectors were organised;
they had their stamp exchange contacts abroad and
they had to rely on, in particular, German literature
on the subject.
The f rst Swedish periodical, Tidning för frimärks‐
samlare [Periodical for stamp collectors] (image 2),
was not published until 1886, with Fredrik Wilhelm
Andréen as editor. After a few years in 1894, this
periodical merged with Nordisk Frimærkeblad
[Nordic stamp periodical] and became Nordisk

Image 2
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